
Economics Unplugged 

 

      
The Economics Forum conducted its final activity of the academic year on 31 March and 01 April 2023. Four economics-

themed games- Pictionary, Guess the Price, Heads Up, and Barterville were planned.  

 

• Pictionary 
 

Pictionary was conducted on 31 March 2023. The participants were asked to form teams of two or three. Each team had a 

two-minute timer set and could guess as many economic terms as possible through their teammate’s illustrations. Each 

correct guess brings the team 10 points and in addition, if the correct guess is made in 20 seconds, a bonus of 5 points is 

granted.  

Surya Prakash and Ponmanaselvan of III BA HEP and S. Sumana Yadav of II EMS scored the highest, with 30 points 

followed by Ausal D S and Jojo J Gheevargese of III BA HEP in second place with 20 points and Divya R Reddy and 

Sanjana Das of III BA HEP with 10 points.  

• Heads Up! 

 

‘Heads Up!’ was one of the events conducted under ‘Economics Unplugged’ on 31st March 2023. The event, headed by 

Lakshmi and Reshma from III BA, was a team event. Each team had two members out of which one would hold up the cue 

cards with Economics terms on it while the other member had to explain the word to them. The team that guesses the most 

number of terms in 2 minutes, wins the game.  

Shruti Routray and Ritika Rao Veerisetti of III BA EPS got the first prize. The first runners-up were Afsha Sayam and 

Manasa of III BA EPS while Aswathaman S and Jayakrishna Vardhan of III BA EPS were the second runners-up.  

 

• Guess the Price  
 

‘Guess the Price’ was one of the events conducted under ‘Economics Unplugged’ on 01st April 2023. The event, headed by 

Lakshmi and Reshma from III BA, was a team event. Various goods were shown to the participants and they had to guess 

their price. All teams had an equal chance at answering the question shown on screen. The team that guesses the correct 

price or the one closest to the actual price, gets the point. The team that answers most questions wins the game. 

Joel Sebastian of III BA HEP and Afrina Harris got the first prize. The first runner-up was shared between Teerth Narang 

and Surya Prakash K.S. of III BA HEP and Abena Saikhom and Reliya Thiyam of III BA HEP. While Aswathaman S and 

Jayakrishna Vardhan of III BA EPS and Anna Abraham and Joshua James Ganslandt of III BA EPS were the shared second 

runners-up.  

  

 

For the Images of Economics Unplugged, kindly refer to the Photo Gallery: https://www.sju.edu.in/gallery/5 

 

 

 


